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Abstract
In this paper we propose the study of properties of RNA secondary struc-
tures modeled as dual graphs, by partitioning these graphs into topological
components denominated blocks. We give a full characterization of possible
topological configurations of these blocks, and, in particular we show that
an RNA secondary structure contains a pseudoknot if and only if its corre-
sponding dual graph contains a block having a vertex of degree at least 3.
Once a dual graph has been partitioned via computationally-efficient well-
known graph-theoretical algorithms, this characterization allow us to identify
these sub-topologies and physically isolate pseudoknots from RNA secondary
structures and analyze them for specific combinatorial properties (e.g., con-
nectivity).
Keywords: Graph Theory, RNA-As-Graphs, Partitioning, Bi-connectivity,
Pseudoknots.
1. Introduction
Graph Theory is a well-established field of mathematics that has been ap-
plied to several areas of research in which specific problems can be modeled
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as discrete structures called graphs or networks. The study of combinatorial
properties of networks, such as communication, chemical, and biological net-
works, can be guided via utilization of graph-theoretical principles and algo-
rithms. Specific examples include the study of chemical structures (e.g., hy-
drocarbons, drug compounds) (3; 4), genetic and cellular relationship (5; 6).
In mathematical terms, an (directed) undirected graph G = (V,E) is a dis-
crete object described by a finite set of vertices V and a set E of (ordered)
unordered pair of vertices called edges, where each edge represents a con-
nection between two vertices. In 2003, Schlick et al. (18) introduced a
graph-theoretical representation of RNA secondary structures denominated
tree and dual graphs, but complex RNA secondary structures such as pseudo-
knots (PKs for short) can be only represented in dual graphs. In this paper
we propose a new partitioning approach of dual graphs into graph-theoretical
components called blocks, and by classifying these blocks, we can identify the
(non) existence of pseudoknots. Partitioning of graphs into blocks can be
efficiently accomplished by application of well-known graph algorithms, and
in this way, we can easily isolate pseudoknots in dual-graphs and therefore
study their structural properties (e.g., connectivity).
Given a graph G = (V,E), the degree of a vertex u ∈ V , dG(u), is the
number of edges incident at u in G. In the next section we present back-
ground material relevant to this paper. In section 3, we present notation to
be used later in this work, and we state formal mathematical definitions of
RNA primary, secondary, and of pseudoknots. In Section 4, in addition to
stating combinatorial properties of dual graphs, we proposed the partitioning
of a dual graph G into subgraphs G′ ⊆ G, denominated blocks components,
by application of a well-known algorithms. In Section 5, we give a full charac-
terization of possible topological configurations of these blocks, and we show,
mathematically, that an RNA secondary structure contains a pseudoknot if
and only if its corresponding dual graph has a block with a vertex of degree
at least 3. This characterization permits to isolate PKs (as well as blocks
without PKs), without breaking them, so their structural properties can be
further studied. In Section 6 we correlate theoretical results obtained in
the previous sections, with algorithmic tests performed on some dual graph
representations of existing RNA motifs. Finally in Section 7, we present
conclusion and future research.
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2. RNA Background
RNA has come to the forefront of science with recent discoveries of its reg-
ulatory roles (7). Beyond protein synthesis, RNA can regulate gene expres-
sion and modify the genetic message by gene silencing (8), chemical modifica-
tions of ribosomal RNAs (9), and changing conformations of ligand-binding
sites of messenger RNA (11; 12).
Figure 1: RNA 2D tree and dual graph representations. Second and third rows correspond
to the tree and dual graph representations, respectively, of the RNA 2D motifs (first row).
Pioneering RNA modeling as graphs began in the late 1970s. In 1978,
Waterman developed graphical representations of RNA with the aim of ana-
lyzing the secondary structure of tRNA (16). In 1990, Shapiro and coworkers
used a tree representation of 2D structures to measure structural similari-
ties (17).
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In 2003, Schlick and coworkers introduced tree and dual graph-theoretic
representations of RNA 2D motifs in a framework called RAG (RNA-As-
Graphs) (18; 19; 20; 21).
In RAG tree graphs, RNA 2D structural elements: stems, loops, bulges,
and junctions are converted into 2D graphical objects with the following rules
(see Figure 1):
1. An edge represents a double-stranded helical stem with more than one
base pair;
2. A vertex represents a single strand that occurs in segments connecting
secondary structural elements such as bulges, loops, and junctions.
Here, a bulge motif is considered to be an internal symmetric or asym-
metric loop with more than one unmatched nucleotide or one unstable base
pair.
Figure 2: Examples of known RNAs with their RAG representations: dual, tree, and 3D
tree graphs.
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Although RAG tree graphs offer an intuitive description of RNA 2D
topologies, they cannot represent specific RNA substructures called pseudo-
knots. When two single-stranded regions flanked by a stem are base-paired,
an inter-weaved RNA structure called a pseudoknot forms (see Figure 3).
The dual graph representation (Figure 1) translates RNA 2D structure into
a more abstract graphical model by interchanging the vertices and edges for
opposite motifs from the translation rules of RAG tree graphs (18; 20; 19; 21):
1. A vertex represents a double-stranded helical stem with more than one
base pair.
2. An edge represents a single strand that occurs in segments connecting
2D structural elements such as bulges, loops, and junctions where a
bulge motif is the same as the translation rules of RAG tree graphs
(i.e., asymmetric loop with more than one unmatched nucleotide or
one unstable base pair).
In the next section we present formal definitions and notation of RNA
secondary structures and of pseudoknots.
3. Mathematical definitions of RNA secondary structures and pseu-
doknots
Before we proceed we need to provide mathematically precise definitions
of the terms we are using (Kravchenko, 2009 (22)) .
Definition 1. General terms
i. RNA primary structure– a sequence of bases x1, x2, . . . , xr, where xi ∈
{A,U,C,G}.
ii. canonical base pair– a base pair (xi, xj) ∈ {(A,U), (U,A), (C,G), (G,C),
(G,U), (U,G)}.
iii. RNA secondary structure without pseudoknot– a RNA secondary struc-
ture in which no two base pairs (xi, xj), (xl, xm), satify i < l < j < m.
iv. base pair stacking or stem– a tuple (xi, xi+1, . . . , xj−1, xj) in which
(xi, xj), (xi+1, xj−1), . . . , (., .) form base pairs.
v. loop region– a tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xr) in which ∀i≤j≤r(xi, xj) does not form
a base pair.
vi. a pseudoknot encapsulated in the region (i0, . . . , k0) – if ∃l,m, (i0 < l <
m < k0) such that (xi0 , xm)
∧
(xl, xk0) are base pairs.
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Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be a sequence of bases. An alternative notation for a sec-
ondary structure is: M = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (xi, xj) is a base pair}. Let
also define Mi0,k0 ⊆ M , as Mi0,k0 = {(i, j) ∈ M |i0 ≤ i < j ≤ k0}. The
secondary structure, in the absence of crossing or interweaving base pairs is
called regular, and has the following recursive definition:
Definition 2. An RNA secondary structure Mi0,k0 is regular iff Mi0,k0 = ∅
or ∃(i, j) ∈ Mi0,k0 such that
i. Mi0,k0 = Mi0,i−1 ∪ Mi+1,j ∪ Mj+1,k0 ∪ (i, j) (No base pairs cross the
partitions).
ii. Each of Mi0,i−1,Mi+1,j−1,Mj+1,k0 is regular.
Next, we can define the class of pseudoknots (10) (see Figure 3).
Definition 3. Mi0,k0 is a simple pseudoknot iff Mi0,k0 is regular or ∃ j1, j2 ∈
ℑ+, (i0 ≤ j1 < j2 ≤ k0) such that the resulting partition, D1 = [i0, j1 −
1], D2 = [j1, j2 − 1], D3 = [j2, k0], satisfies the following:
i. Mi0,k0 = (SL ∪ SR), where SL = {(i, j) ∈ Mi0,k0 |i ∈ D1, j ∈ D2} and
SR = {(i, j) ∈ Mi0,k0 |i ∈ D2, j ∈ D3}.
ii. SL and SR are regular.
Definition 4. . Mi0,k0 is a standard pseudoknot with degree d (d ≥ 3) iff
Mi0,k0 is regular or ∃ j1, . . . , jd ∈ ℑ+, (i0 ≤ j1 < . . . < jd ≤ k0) which divide




l=1 Sl, where Sl = {(i, j) ∈ Mi0,k0|i ∈ Dl, j ∈ Dl+1}, 1 ≤ l <
d.
ii. Sl is regular for all 1 ≤ l ≤ d.
Note that a simple pseudoknot is a standard pseudoknot of degree 3.
According to the definition of a standard pseudoknot, base pairs connect
consecutive parts dividing the pair sequence [i0, k0]; we will extend this defi-
nition to the case in which there is a distinguished part Dl in which any base
pair of the standard pseudoknot Mi0,k0 that has a base in Dl has the other






















Figure 3: Pseudoknot -a) degree representation of a standard pseudoknot - b) graphical
representation of the pseudoknot where the x-axis is labeled by the primary sequence.
In the next section we proposed a partitioning approach of a dual graph
G, into subgraphs G′ ⊆ G, denominated blocks components, that it can be
efficiently performed by application of an algorithm introduced by Hoftcroft
and Tarjan (1), in 1973. In addition we will state important combinatorial
properties of dual graphs.
4. Partition a graph into blocks and combinatorial properties of
dual graphs
Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph. The following definitions will be
used in the sequel,
Definition 5. Connectivity
i. Vertex-disconnecting set. A vertex-set X ⊆ V is a vertex-disconnecting
set if deletion of X from G, denoted as G−X, results in a disconnected
graph.
ii. A vertex v is an articulation or cut-vertex if G− v results in a discon-
nected graph (i.e., at least two components remain).
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iii. A connected component is non-separable if it does not have an articu-
lation point (or cut-vertex). Please note that a single edge or isolated
points are non-separable.
iv. A block is a maximal (edge-wise) non-separable graph.
v. Vertex-connectivity. Let κ(G) = min{|X| : G−X results in a discon-
nected or trivial (isolated vertex) graph}. If G is a single edge, then by
the definition κ(G) = 1.
vi. A walk between two vertices u and v in graph G = (V,E), is an alter-
nating sequence of vertices and edges < vo = u, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk = v >
such that ei = (vi−1, vi) is an edge of G.
vii. A trail between two vertices u and v in graph G = (V,E), is a walk
between u and v with no repetition of edges.
viii. A path between two vertices u and v in graph G = (V,E), is a walk
(or trail) between u and v with no repetition of vertices.
The concepts of articulation points and maximal non-separable compo-
nents (blocks) are related. Indeed, articulations points partition any graph
into blocks (see Figure 4). Except for a graph G composed of a single
edge (κ(G) = 1), any maximal non-separable graph is bi-connected (i.e.,
κ(G) ≥ 2). The fact that blocks are maximally non-separable subgraphs, as
we are going to show later in this work, will allow us to isolate pseudoknots
without breaking their structural properties.
The classic algorithm for identifying bi-connected components in a con-
nected undirected graph is due to John Hopcroft and Robert Tarjan [1973,
(1)]. The algorithm is based on depth-first search and runs in linear-time.
The idea is to run a depth-first search while maintaining the following infor-
mation: the depth(y) of each vertex y in the depth-first-search tree, and for
each vertex v, the lowest depth of neighbors of all descendants of v in the
depth-first-search tree, called lowpoint(v). The low-point of v can be com-
puted after visiting all descendants of v as the minimum of the depth of v,
the depth of all neighbors of v (other than the parent of v in the depth-first-
search tree) and the low-point of all children of v in the depth-first-search
tree. A non-root vertex v is a cut-vertex (or articulation point) separating



















































4 blocks (maximal non-separable graphs) yielded by articulation points
Figure 4: a) dual graph G representation of a Rybosomal RNA. b) Identification of ar-
ticulation points by Hofcroft and Tarjan’s algorithm. c) The articulation points partition
the dual graph into 4 maximal non-separable components (blocks)
A graph is Eulerian if there exist a trail (see Definition 5-vii) from a
vertex v0 of G, ending at vertex vk, covering all the edges of the topology (if
v0 = vk then the graph is an Eulerian cycle) (23). Dual graph representation
of general RNA 2D, and specifically of PKs are Eulerian graphs as stated by
the following lemma,
Lemma 1. Dual graph representation of an RNA 2D and PKs are Eulerian.
Proof. Consider the graphical representation of a RNA 2D, where the x-
axis is labeled according to the primary sequence of bases. Embed a base pair
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Figure 5: a) graphical representation of an RNA primary sequence and embedded stems
or base pairs; a’) corresponding dual graph representation - b) graphical representation of
a pseudoknotted RNA 2D; b’) corresponding dual graph.
a base pair stacking or stem is uniquely labeled (Definition 1- (iv)), and the
vertices and edges of the underlying dual graph correspond to the segments
of the x-axis between stems, and stems, respectively. Then starting from
the origin (0, 0) of the graphical representation, by traversing rightward, a
unique trail in its dual graph, is described, where all the edges are covered.
For example consider case b) of Figure 5; the alternating sequence of stems
and segments {S1, I, S2, II, S4, III, S2, IV, S1, V, S3, V I, S4, V II, S3} of the
graphical representation (b), forms an Eulerian trail in its dual graph (b’).
As a consequence of Lemma 1, it follows that at most two vertices are
of odd degree in a dual graph representation of an RNA 2D or a PK (see
(23), pg. 64). From this point on, we will delete self-loops in dual graphs
as they correspond to a stem, in a graphical representation, not containing
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or not being crossed (intertwined) by another stem. In addition under the
assumption that two different stems can not share the same bases, each stem
endpoint in the graphical representation can be adjacent to at most two other
stems, then the maximum degree of a vertex of a dual graphs is at most 4.
These facts together with Lemma 1, yields the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Dual graph representation of an RNA 2D (PKs) has the fol-
lowing properties:
1. The graph is Eulerian.
2. The maximum degree of any vertex is four.
3. It has at most two vertices of odd degree.
5. Analysis and mapping PKs to blocks in dual graphs with certain
degree properties
In this section we present a full characterization of structural properties
of RNA secondary structures, by partitioning their underlying dual graphs
into blocks. In preparation to the main results of this chapter, we first define
the following,
Definition 6. For any graph G, blocks can be partition into three classes,
1. Single edges.
2. Cycles.
3. Blocks containing a vertex v of degree at least 3.
From Definition 2, a RNA 2D is regular and encapsulated in a region
(i0, . . . , k0), if no two base pairs (xi, xj), (xl, xm), satisfy i < l < j < m,
i0 ≤ i, j, l,m ≤ m0. Under the previous assumption that self-loops are
deleted, this definition yields the following lemma,
Lemma 3. Each block in the dual graph representation of a regular RNA
2D is either a bridge or a cycle of length l, l ≥ 2 (see Definition 6-1,2).
Proof. Consider the graphical representation of a regular RNA 2D. A reg-
ular region can be recursively defined as follows (see Fig 6): a) a region com-
posed of r nested-stems. b) r adjacent stems. c) a stem containing a sequence
of r − 1 adjacent stems d) a single stem (represented as an isolated vertex



















































b’) S0 S1 S(r-1)
a’’)
blocks
c") 1 block (same as c’)
Figure 6: a) graphical, dual, and block representation of r nested-stems - b) graphical, dual,
and block representation of r adjacent stems - c) graphical, dual, and block representation
of a stem containing r − 1 adjacent stems.
identified by the above properties a,b, and c, in the graphical representation
is reduced (converted) into a single stem, while it generates its corresponding
dual graph. The blocks obtained from the dual graph representation of these
properties, are either cycles of length 2, a single edge, a cycle of length r, or
an isolated vertex, respectively. Consider a sequence of transformations of
dual graphs G1 ⇒ G2 ⇒ . . . ⇒ Gn, where the dual graph Gi+1 is obtained
from dual graph Gi by following the precedence rules in which, first, internal
stems of the ones identified by properties a) through c) of the graphical rep-
resentation, are modeled by their corresponding dual graphs (and reducing
them to a single stem in the graphical representation), and where we distin-
guish the vertex corresponding to the outer-stem. For example, in Figure 7,
the stems S0, S1, and S2, identified by property a), with correspondent dual
graph with distinguished vertex S0, are then reduced into a single stem in the
graphical representation. Similarly, by application of property a), we reduce
the nested-stems S3, S4, and S5, S6, to two single stems with distinguished
vertices S3 and S5, in the dual graph, respectively. As the stem S9 contains
then a sequence of 3 (reduced) stems, then, by application of property c),
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it is then reduced to a single stem with dual graph composed of a cycle on
4 vertices, and distinguished vertex S9. Finally, by property b), we connect
the sequence of 3 (reduced) stems (i.e., S0, S9, and S8) by single edges in
the dual graph. The blocks generated by the sequence of transformations
from G1 through Gn−1, will remain blocks in Gn, with the possible addition































































Figure 7: Application of Lemma 3.
Conversely we show the following,
Lemma 4. if an RNA 2D contains a pseudoknot, then its corresponding dual
graph contains a block having a vertex of degree at least 3 (see Definition 6-3).
Proof. By Definition 3, if a RNA secondary structure contains a pseudo-
knot, then there exist a stem crossing (interweaving) another stem. Let’s
call these interweaving stems, in the graphical representation, S1 and S2, re-
spectively. There then exist three independent paths, X1, X2, and X3, from
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S1 to S2 (see Figure 8-a), following the primary sequence of the graphical
representation. We first note that X2 ∪X3 forms an Eulerian cycle G′ in the
dual graph representation, beginning and ending at S2, having S1 as one of
its vertices; moreover an Eulerian cycle is the union of simple cycles (Fig-
ure 8-b) (see (23), pg. 64). As in G′ the articulation points are already of
maximum possible degree 4 (see Corollary 2-2), then when add the path X1
from S1 to S2 to G
′, X1 can not touch (include) any of the articulation points
of G′; therefore G′ plus the path X1 induce a non-separable component G
′′,
having a vertex of degree at least 3 (actually at least two vertices, as S1 and
S2 are of degree at least 3). Thus there is a block containing G
′′ (possibly











articulation points are of degree 4, thus the path X1 
X1
articulation points are already of maximum degree 4.
articulation points
X2 U X3 forms an Eulerian cycle, begining and ending at S2,
where S1 is one of the vertices of one of the simple cycles, and
from S1 to S2, can not touch any of them.
Figure 8: Examples for the proof of Lemma 4
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 yield following corollary,
Corollary 5. A RNA 2D contains a pseudoknot if and only if its dual graph
representation has a block having a vertex v of degree at least 3.
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Corollary 5 allows us to efficiently classify RNA secondary structures by par-
titioning their underlying dual graphs, into blocks. As discussed in Section 4,
partitioning can be efficiently accomplished by application of Hopcroft and
Tarjan’s algorithm to detect articulations points (1). In the next section we



































































Figure 9: Partition of the dual graph corresponding to PDB01069 RNA 2D.
In this section we illustrate two examples of the proposed partitioning
approach of the dual graph representation of RNA 2D, and examine these
blocks. In the first example we have run the HT algorithm on the dual graph
representation of PDB01069 RNA 2D. Its dual graph is decomposed into 4
blocks as illustrated in Figure 9. According to Corollary 5, block 1 and block
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3, a cycle and an edge, respectively, correspond to regular regions, while
blocks 2 and 4, correspond to pseudoknots. Next we consider the dual graph
representation of PKB236, and in this case the only block is the dual graph
itself. As this block contains a vertex of degree at least 3, then this block










dual graph representation of PKB236 2D
Figure 10: Partition of the dual graph corresponding to motif PKB236, Regulatory pseu-
doknot of the Interferon-gamma gene 5’-UTR.
7. Concluding Remarks and Open Problems
In this paper we have presented a partitioning approach of the dual graph
representation of RNA 2D into maximal non-separable components denom-
inated blocks. Partitioning of a graph into blocks can be efficiently accom-
plished by application of Hopcroft and Tarjan algorithm to recognize articu-
lation points. From mathematical definitions of RNA 2D and of pseudoknots,
we proved that a RNA 2D structure contains a pseudoknot if and only if the
dual graph representation has a block in which one of the vertices is of de-
gree at least 3. This characterization motives further study of pseudoknots
16
structural properties, as for example the the degree analysis of standard and
arbitrary pseudoknots (see Definition 3), that could be insightful, for exam-
ple, for predicting RNA motifs.
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